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Media statement - for immediate release and sharing 
 

 

Creating a One Planet Workplace – 21 September 2011 
 
Good Measures, champions of improved workplace sustainability and corporate social responsibility 

(CSR), launches One Planet WorkplaceTM today – an intelligent and affordable service which 

encourages employees to improve their employer’s sustainability and gain-share in cost savings 

achieved.  It comprises a simple, integrated approach to help UK national and global corporations 

meet the current UK government target of a 34% reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 

2020 (based on a 1990 baseline) through the continuous engagement of employers, employees and 

wider stakeholders.   The aim is that participating organisations – public or private – become 

accredited One Planet Workplaces (please see Editors’ notes on the World Wildlife Fund campaign).   

Related technology can also be used to advance corporate CSR through more effective workplace 

volunteering and/or giving. 

 

On sustainability, organisations research and set their own, realistic resource consumption targets 

aligned with our planet’s natural capacity.  Employees commit to personal actions plans (PAPs) 

aligned with these corporate goals.  One Planet WorkplaceTM then collates, distributes and 

compares data on resource consumption using an online, employee-wide portal system combined 

with smart energy measurement.  Employees then track their, their team, their country and 

organisation-wide progress against these targets, sharing in the development of improved processes 

and efficiency drives through traditional and social media.  The accumulated data bank also 

facilitates more accurate recording of reductions and their costing as well as cost-effective 

sustainability and CSR audits.  It boosts multi-level competition at the same time. 

 

A wide range of resource consumption can be measured including oil, gas, electricity, renewables, 

water and raw materials as well as waste generation and commuting/travel at work.  Relevant data 

is accessed at set levels according to status and need and, as preferred, the organisation may 

operate gain-sharing schemes or enhance workplace giving.  An identical process is used to drive 

workplace volunteering and giving, bringing three key elements of improved CSR onto one, multi-

level dashboard.  These portals have been developed and proven over the last 10 years by Good 

Measures’ chosen partner - the US technology firm, AngelPoints - and are now used in 80 

corporations in multiple languages around the world.  They provide 2 million employees 

internationally with the facility to drive improved workplace sustainability, volunteering and giving. 
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Speaking about the launch, Tim Roberts, Good Measures’ Managing Director, said, “One Planet 

WorkplaceTM has taken us three years’ hard effort to develop.  I believe it is the tool set required 

now to both help accelerate economic recovery through improved workplace efficiency and rekindle 

corporate leadership in the maintenance of our communities and social fabric.  However, we are not 

restricting our vision to the UK and our partnership with AngelPoints gives us the technology and 

geographic reach I specified for our clients at the outset.” 

 

Tim continued, “Our research shows that greening the workplace is the most logical step towards a 

sustainable world.  Employees are keen to learn at work and share their knowledge and experience 

and enlightened employers are already consolidating their GHG savings through green rewards and 

benefits at work and in the home.  Currently, 66% of UK employees are not consulted about 

improved sustainability practices and how these can be integrated into their work.1  Plus, it all needs 

to be measured and communicated properly – in fact automatically at an individual, team and 

corporate level to save time and cost.  Everyone has a role to play but too many of the programmes 

we discover are top-driven which is bound to create a negative response in time and poorer results.  

It’s all about shared ownership and accountability and it really does create a healthier workplace in 

all meanings.” 

 

Concluding, Kevin Spring, Chairman of Good Measures, stated, “One Planet WorkplaceTM is founded 

on the belief that active employee engagement in sustainability drives an organisation’s success in 

achieving set targets; many corporations are also suddenly realising how far off target they are.  Our 

combined 100 years’ experience in workplace innovation and employee behaviour adjustment, tells 

me that employees gain-sharing in sustainability savings or augmenting workplace giving will ensure 

more successful outcomes for our private and public sector clients.  Engaging employees through 

our live-time portals not only reduces operational costs, but also improves morale, job satisfaction 

while helping attract new talent.  The logic and evidence is plain to see.” 

  

                                                        
1 Economist Intelligent Unit, Action or Aspiration? Sustainability in the workplace, 2007 
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Notes for editors 
 
Why a One Planet WorkplaceTM? 
 

 The WWF reports that collectively we currently use 1.5 planet’s worth of resources2. The 
One Planet initiative, founded by WWF and BioRegional, is designed to ensure that we 
consume the Earth’s resources at a sustainable pace in order that they can be renewed 

 The London 2012 Olympics embraces this in all elements of design, construction and 
implementation.  In England, there are now three One Planet communities built to 
encourage behaviour change and the Welsh Assembly has pledged to become the first One 
Planet country 

 The workplace accounts for 12% of all GHG emissions in the UK 
 Transport is the UK’s fastest growing source of GHG emissions with commuter and business 

travel constituting nearly 40% of all car miles3, so lowering the amount and intensiveness of 
work-related travel will make a powerful contribution to reducing the UK’s carbon footprint 

 Further supporting data and information about One Planet WorkplaceTM can be found in the 
attached FAQs: The truth about workplace sustainability, volunteering and giving 

 
Good Measures Limited 
 

 Founded in 2008, Good Measures is a sustainability and CSR consultancy specialising in 
employee engagement and change management around facts and hard data 

 We are strong advocates of the role of personal responsibility in achieving corporate social 
responsibility and sustainability targets, leading to cost savings, improved efficiency and 
increased competitiveness 

 Good Measures’ systems can be fully integrated with financial data and corporate ERP 
systems to create annual audits of CSR and sustainability – overall it aims to build a real-life, 
self-driven, internal green economy 

 It currently operates from London, UK and Minneapolis, USA with an international network 
of long-established and highly-experienced associates 

 For further information please visit www.good-measures.com, or contact, in the: 
UK - Tim Roberts - +44 (0) 207 836 5732; tim@good-measures.com 
USA - Anne Sutton - +1 612 396 3873; anne@good-measures.com  
 

AngelPoints, Inc. 
 

 Founded in 2001, AngelPoints delivers online enterprise applications to help leading 
organisations in every sector around the globe inspire their employees to commit to greater 
sustainability and responsibility in order to improve their lives, their employers and the 
world 

 AngelPoints provides online (cloud-based) portal systems for corporate sustainability 
volunteering and charitable giving  

 The systems operate in multiple languages 
 It currently operates from Sausalito, California. 
 For further information, please visit www.angelpoints.com 

  

                                                        
2
 WWF, Living Planet Report 2010 

3 http://www2.dft.gov.uk/pgr/sustainable/businessrelatedtransport.html 

http://www.good-measures.com/
mailto:tim@good-measures.com
mailto:anne@good-measures.com
http://www.angelpoints.com/
http://www2.dft.gov.uk/pgr/sustainable/businessrelatedtransport.html
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Tim Roberts 
 

 Tim, one of the first corporate ecologists in the UK, now specialises in people-led change and 
employee engagement for improved sustainability 

 Since 1985, he has focused on major corporate restructuring and realignment, workforce 
retraining, M&A/divestment and commercialisation while specialising in workplace 
innovation. 

 Many of these projects, undertaken for 40% of the FTSE 100, across the entire UK civil 
service and the Royal Navy, required three to five years’ intensive client collaboration on 
major, long-term change initiatives.  This always involved concentrated work to tight 
budgets and complex delivery schedules often across different time zones/language barriers, 
plus the project direction of large, multi-disciplinary teams within and outside client 
organisations, as well as a multitude of third-party specialist suppliers.  A key theme has 
always been re-building employee morale 

 Tim has invented and delivered projects to the benefit of over 100 UK major employers and 
their workforces including firsts in plans providing flexible benefits, (global) employee 
shares, employee profit-sharing and -related stock, salary sacrifice plus fairer pensions for all 
using hybrid arrangements 

 Good Measures, therefore, combines Tim’s 26 years in corporate communication and 
workplace innovation with his initial education and experience in the environmental field 
with Redland Group (now Lafarge) and Environmental Resources Limited (now ERM Inc.) 

 
Further details on the Good Measures and AngelPoints team and its capability can be found on the 
respective www sites. 

 
 
  
 


